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Abstract—A speaker-dependent speech recognition system is described for recognizing isolated word utterances using reference templates created by concatenating demisyllable (half-syllable) prototypes. Each word in a vocabulary is specified by one or more entries in a user-supplied lexicon containing a sequence of demisyllables drawn from a corpus of some 1000 units. Experiments were carried out with two talkers using a 1109-word “Basic English” vocabulary to assess the overall effectiveness of demisyllable representations for words. Also, the effects on performance of some simple modifications in demisyllable specifications and adjustments of demisyllable durations were investigated. The recognition error rates obtained for this vocabulary using demisyllable prototypes were 18-33 percent compared with 6-15 percent using whole word prototypes. Although the performance is substantially poorer using demisyllable representations in place of whole words, the approach of using a fixed inventory of smaller-than-word recognition units capable of representing any spoken word in a simple concatenative scheme is clearly an attractive alternative to whole-word prototypes for large-size vocabularies. The approach also has the potential of being effective in representing and recognizing continuous spoken utterances.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N THIS PAPER we report on speaker dependent, large vocabulary, isolated word, automatic speech recognition experiments using demisyllable (half-syllable speech unit) prototypes. The use of units smaller than words represents a major departure from our previous studies [1] in which whole word prototypes have been used exclusively. The change has been made because of the (anticipated) limitations of whole word templates as vocabularies increase to a range suitable for continuous speech recognition (i.e., 1000-10 000 words). These limitations involve training, storage, access, and processing of large numbers of whole word templates. Although the change from whole word to demisyllable prototypes is a major one, it will be seen that the impact of the change on our basic system architecture is not so great, and that many of the techniques that have been successfully applied previously are incorporated in the present system.

Our ultimate objective is the automatic recognition of spoken utterances from large (if not essentially unlimited) vocabularies. We are attempting to reach this goal by representing utterances by sequences of demisyllable units taken from a fixed inventory of such units. The purpose of the experiments reported here is to give a partial assessment of that capability, namely the recognition of isolated word utterances drawn from a vocabulary of 1109 words with each vocabulary word represented by one or more sequences of demisyllable units.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we motivate our selection of the demisyllable as a recognition unit and establish its definition. In Section III we describe the lexical basis of our system, the methodology for construction of entries in the lexicon in terms of demisyllable units, and the way
in which demisyllable inventories are created. In Section IV the basic speech recognition process is described with particular emphasis on contrasting our template matching technique with segmentation approaches. In Section V we describe the experiments performed to evaluate the use of demisyllables in a large vocabulary, speaker trained, isolated word recognition system and describe and discuss the results obtained. In Section VI conclusions are given.

II. UNIT OF REPRESENTATION FOR RECOGNITION
As stated earlier, our overall objective is the recognition of continuous speech utterances from arbitrarily large vocabularies. Our point of departure is our present word-based recognizer. Our hope is to meet the objective by enhancing the capability of this recognizer with minimal changes to both the signal processing and the pattern recognition algorithms (i.e., the basic system architecture).

In Section IV it is shown that the operation of the recognition system (for isolated words) is based on a template matching procedure with implicit alignment of events in the input speech to events in word templates. Our approach to connected word recognition with this system has been to compare an input sequence of reasonably carefully articulated connected words with concatenated whole word templates [1]. This approach is reasonable if the following conditions are met:

1) phonological variations within words are well represented in the word templates,
2) phonological influences across word boundaries are negligible,
3) the matching process can provide an adequate alignment in time between events in the input sequence and the sequence of templates.

The results obtained to date with matching connected word sequences from whole word templates have led us to believe that the conditions are reasonable [2]. Therefore, we hypothesize that the approach can be extended to recognize continuous utterances from arbitrarily large vocabularies by changing to a recognition unit smaller than a word. This recognition unit should come from a fixed inventory whose aggregate can completely represent all utterances while satisfying the conditions given above. Thus the recognition unit must be capable of being concatenated with other units to represent words, phrases, etc. The unit must have the property that most phonological phenomena are contained within the boundaries, and therefore only minimal care need be exercised at unit boundaries to account for phonological influences across boundaries. Finally, the unit must have the property that events in the unit can be matched and aligned to events in the input speech.

It should be clear that the best choice for such a recognition unit would be the largest speech sound (smaller than a word) with well-defined boundaries and a practical inventory size. The larger the unit, the greater is the amount of phonological phenomena contained within the unit and also the greater is the capability of resolving and aligning events in the input speech with events in the sequence of concatenated units. In contrast, a small phone-size unit, representing allophonic variations of phonemes, may be a logical choice for a system based on segmentation and labeling but is clearly a poor choice as a concatenative template because of the well-known boundary phenomenon complexities and complex phonological rules for combining such units.

Given these considerations, a natural choice for a recognition unit to be used in a concatenative template system is the syllable. Syllables are generally considered to contain a vowel nucleus plus optional initial and final consonants or consonant clusters. The syllable thus encompasses both CV (consonant-vowel) and VC (vowel-consonant) transitions, including most coarticulatory and other phonological effects within its boundaries. Perhaps the best demonstration of the effectiveness of the syllable unit is that quite acceptable synthesis can be achieved by concatenating syllable prototypes using simple concatenation rules [3]. There is also much evidence supporting an important articulatory and perceptual role for the syllable, including syllable-based stress and rhythm phenomena [4]. Syllables have previously been advocated as recognition units [5], and several studies have investigated the possibilities [6]-[8]. In addition, syllables play an intermediate role in other ASR systems [9].

There are some disadvantages to using syllables as recognition units. First of all, there is no general agreement, from a linguistic point of view, as to where syllable boundaries should be located within intervocalic consonants or consonant clusters. This is the so-called syllabification problem. However, in the concatenative template approach to recognition, this problem does not present a significant difficulty since there is no need to explicitly locate syllable boundaries. Any reasonable and consistent assignment of syllable boundaries is sufficient. A more serious difficulty associated with the syllable is the size of the inventory required to represent spoken utterances. It is estimated that spoken English requires some 10,000 syllables [10].

A solution to the inventory size problem can be obtained by constructing syllables from smaller half-syllable units. Each syllable can be considered to be composed of an initial half-syllable containing the initial (optional) consonant cluster and some part of the vowel nucleus plus a final half-syllable containing the remaining portion of the vowel nucleus and the final (optional) consonant cluster. The use of half-syllable units reduces the inventory size required to represent spoken utterances by about a factor of five from that required for whole syllables. However, the use of half-syllables reintroduces some of the boundary complexities we have been seeking to avoid. For example, if the boundary between initial and final half-syllables is made in the center of the vowel nucleus, considerable care must be exercised in matching the vowel on either side of the boundary, especially for diphthongs and vowels followed by liquids and nasals.

This particular difficulty can be essentially eliminated by making use of the concept of the demisyllable as defined by Fujimura and his co-workers originally for use in a high-quality concatenative speech synthesis system [11]-[13]. The characteristic that distinguishes demisyllables from other half-syllable units is the location of the boundary between initial and final demisyllables. The initial demisyllable is made quite short, extending just beyond the CV transition. In this way
diphthong transitions and the influence of postvocalic consonants are largely confined to final demisyllables. Locating the boundary in this way is effective in relaxing the matching constraints on either side of the boundary and has the potential of reducing the inventory of initial demisyllables, since the same initial demisyllable might be used to precede a diphthong, an unassembled vowel, a nasalized vowel, or stressed or unstressed syllables. For example, the initial demisyllable `SHAX' might be used equally well in the monosyllable `shove', `SHAHV = SHAX + AHV', in the second syllable of `station', `STEYSHAHN = STEH + EYSH + SHAX + AXN', or in `shun', `SHAHN = SHAX + AHN'.

Another notion, introduced by Fujimura [14], with a potential for reducing inventory size, is the use of so-called phonetic affixes. Typically these are the apical consonants [s, z, t, d, 0] which may be attached independently to final demisyllables with identical postvocalic voicing conditions. The use of affixes reduces the inventory size requirement by an additional factor of 2 so that an inventory of approximately 1000 demisyllables and five affixes is sufficient to provide the needed representations. An example of the use of an affix is constructing the word `tax' by concatenating the units `TAE + AEK + S'.

There exists another class of units, intermediate between syllables and phone-sized units, which might reasonably be selected as recognition units. There are the units known variously as dyads, diphones, or transsemes [15]-[17]. They have in common the concept of incorporating the transition between phonemes and thus represent phoneme pairs. Since much of the coarticulatory phenomena among phonemes is associated with transition regions and since boundaries are more easily defined than for phone-sized units since they occur outside transitions, they represent a more reasonable possibility for concatenative templates than phone-sized units.

We have concluded, however, as it was stated at the beginning of this section, that it is best to select as large a unit as practicable to function as a concatenative recognition template in order to incorporate as many phonological phenomena within the unit as possible while providing stable and well-defined boundaries. For us, the demisyllable seems to represent the best choice according to these criteria.

III. Lexicon and Demisyllable Inventory

In place of the store of parameterized whole word templates of previous versions of our recognizer, there is a lexicon and an inventory of parameterized demisyllable templates. The lexicon contains one or more specifications of each word in the vocabulary in terms of sequences of demisyllable units. For the 1109 word vocabulary used in our tests, a total of 1831 lexical entries (i.e., about 1.6 entries per word) were used. In our experimental evaluation (described in Section V), the input speech consisted solely of isolated words that were compared exhaustively with prototypes corresponding to each whole word specification in the lexicon. Even in future experiments when the input consists of continuous utterances it is expected that the lexicon will continue to play a central role in the recognition process with selective recall of groups of words according to similarities of demisyllable sequences and syntactic constraints.

A. Lexicon Description

Each entry in the lexicon contains three parts, an orthographic transcription of a word, a phonetic transcription, and a demisyllable transcription. The phonetic and demisyllable transcriptions are encoded in ARPABET. There are two types of entries in the lexicon for each word in the vocabulary. There exists at least one entry of the first type, called the primary entry, in which the phonetic transcriptions represent carefully articulated pronunciations of the word obtained by consulting a pronouncing dictionary [18]. There may also exist one or more entries of the second type which represent less carefully articulated versions of primary entries, typically manifested by stress-reduced or deleted syllables. These entries can be generated by rules from primary entries. The rules that are applied are contained in the paper by Oshika et al. [19]. The lexicon described in this report was prepared manually, although, more recently, techniques have been implemented for generating secondary entries and demisyllable transcriptions from phonetic transcriptions automatically.

Examples of lexicon entries are shown in Table I. Three levels of syllable stress are specified in the phonetic transcription, primary, secondary and unstressed. The stress marks accompany each vowel, with no mark indicating, by default, primary stress, a "0" indicating unstressed, and "2" indicating secondary stress. The stress marks serve two functions that are described below.

The phonetic transcription is converted to a demisyllable transcription using a set of rules, including rules for syllabification, rules for specifying the vowels in initial and final demisyllables given the stress mark and the syllable vowel, and special rules for handling unstressed syllables and aspirated stops.

1) Rules for Syllabification: The first set of rules that are applied to obtain a demisyllable transcription are syllabification rules. These rules specify the syllable assignment of intervocalic consonants as discussed by Kahn [20]. These are the maximal initial cluster rule and the ambisyllabicity rule, which are applied in order.

a) Maximal Initial Cluster Rule: Assign as many consonants in an intervocalic consonant cluster to the succeeding syllable consistent with the existence of the resulting consonant cluster in word-initial position in English. For example,

attract AX+TRAEK
atlas AET+LAXS.

For atlas, the syllabification AE+TLAXS is not allowed since TL does not exist word initially.

b) Ambisyllabicity Rule: If the preceding syllable ends in a vowel, R, or glide, and the succeeding syllable is unstressed, assign the initial consonant in the consonant cluster to both syllables. For example,

lemon LEH+MAXN
distance DIH+SSTAXNS.
where vowel nucleus was better recognized. In some cases two choices are available; transcription cannot be generated because of missing items in the inventory in which it was established that for the two test sentences the demisyllable representation is given by

\[ V_i, C_i \rightarrow V_i C_i + V_f C_f (+A) \]

where \( V_i \) and \( V_f \) are functions of \( V \) as shown in Table II and \( A \) represents one or more possible affixes. In Table II we find that in each case \( V_f = V \), since \( V_f \) contains most of the vowel portion of the syllable. There are several cases, including all diphthongs, for which \( V_i \neq V \), and two cases, for AE followed by a nasal and for AW, where there exist two representations. The second representations were obtained after some experimentation in which it was established that for the two test speakers, in many instances, the second representation provided better recognition scores. In some cases two choices are indicated for \( V_i \). In these cases the second choice is used only if the demisyllable with the first choice vowel does not exist in the inventory.

Affixes are used in two cases. In the first case an affix is appended (almost always at the end of a word) to complete the specification of \( C_f \). That is,

\[ C_f \rightarrow C_f^+ A \]

For example,

- duct: DAHKT \( \rightarrow \) DAH+AHK+T
- length: LEHNKTH \( \rightarrow \) LEH+EHNK+TH
- round: RAWND \( \rightarrow \) RAA+AWN+D
- trousers: TRAWZERZ \( \rightarrow \) TRAA+AWZ+ER+Z.

In the second case, the affixes T and D are used to simulate stop burst releases at the ends of words, as described in Section III-A4).

3) Unstressed Syllable Treatment: There are two sets of unstressed demisyllables in the inventory. One set is associated with the unstressed vowel schwa, /ə/ or AX, as in about, while the second set is associated with the so-called “barred-i”, /ɪ/ or IX, as in ross. As will be described in Section III-B, unstressed demisyllables are extracted from unstressed syllables contained in disyllabic source words. Initial unstressed demisyllables are extracted from initial unstressed syllables, while final unstressed demisyllables are extracted from final unstressed syllables. Thus initial and final unstressed demisyllables are extracted from different syllabic environments. Therefore, it does not make the same kind of sense to represent unstressed syllables as a composition of initial and final demisyllables as it does for stressed syllables. For example, to represent the unstressed syllable SAX in the word “solution” we use the initial unstressed demisyllable SAX excised from the source word “supply” but omit the final unstressed demisyllable AX, which is excised from “Cuba,” as not necessary and possibly detrimental, since the syllabic environments for the vowel in these demisyllables are distinctly different. In fact, we have found that the recognition results are improved generally when unstressed demisyllables that are not needed to represent consonants are omitted from the representation. The rule that has been applied is to omit unstressed demisyllables, subject to the above constraint, provided that a word beginning with an unstressed syllable is represented by an initial unstressed demisyllable and conversely for final unstressed syllables at the end of a word. The polysyllabic examples in Table I illustrate the application of this rule. For example, for “education” a final demisyllable is not needed following the initial demisyllable JHAX, nor is an initial demisyllable needed before the final demisyllable AXN. In both cases consonants are accounted for in adjacent stressed demisyllables. Note that the final demisyllable in the final syllable for the word “family” is represented by IX. IX generally represents the “barred-i” vowel as in “habit.” However, in this case the source for the vowel is the unstressed syllable in “happy.”

4) Final Stop Consonant Treatment: When spoken as isolated utterances, words ending in stop consonants are generally accompanied by a strong release. The absence of that release in the recognition prototype can lead to significant deteriora-
tion in recognition performance. Accordingly, the final demisyllable of the final syllable containing the stop should include a strong release following the stop. However, the same stop contained within a word is almost never accompanied by a strong release. Accordingly, all final demisyllables ending in stop consonants have been stripped of strong release in the extraction process from source words. At the end of a word the strong release is simulated by applying the affix D to voiced stops and T to voiceless stops. Both affixes have strong releases. Although logically and preferably, this kind of stop release treatment should have been applied to each kind of stop individually, it was expedient and apparently quite adequate to use the dental stops to simulate all stop releases. These stops already existed as affixes in the inventory. An example of the treatment is the prototype for the word “mind” shown in Table I.

5) Secondary Entries: Secondary entries, representing less carefully articulated pronunciations, are generated from primary entries by applying phonological rules. The transformations, applied to polysyllabic words, are functions of the phonetic transcription including syllable count and syllable stress markings. The rules that have been applied so far include vowel reduction and deletion and transformation of intervocalic T’s and D’s to flaps, DX, and glottal stops, Q. Some examples of these transformations are shown in Table III. It should be noted that demisyllables with flaps and glottal stops have not been implemented in the inventory. The reason is the following. Currently, all unstressed initial demisyllables are excised from the beginnings of source words, as described in the following section. However, flaps and glottal stops occur intervocally preceding unstressed syllables. The question arises, which has not been dealt with here, how to excise them reliably from source words. At present, a specification of Q is ignored in a demisyllable transcription and D is substituted for DX.

6) Alternate Entries: There are a few classes of alternate entries that exist for both primary and secondary entries in the lexicon. The distinction between alternate entries and secondary entries is rather arbitrary. At present secondary entries represent additional entries which can be generated by recognized phonological rules associated with rate of articulation. Alternate entries represent all other cases. In most such cases they represent recognized phonological variations that have not been applied systematically or completely, merely pragmatically for the present. For example, it is recognized that in many cases it is not clear whether an unstressed vowel should be represented by AX or IX. We have found it useful to provide alternate entries where every AX in an entry is converted to IX, (but not vice-versa). We have also found it useful, as indicated in Table II, to provide alternate entries for the demisyllable specification of AE+(nasal) and AW. In addition, there are many words in which the vowel might be pronounced either like AA or AO. For example,

- wash: WAASH or WAOSH
- orange: AORAX0NJH or AARAX0NJH.

Other examples of alternate pronunciations are

- length: LEHNIKTH or LEHNTH
- exact: IX0KZAEKT or EH2GZAEKT.

It seems likely that these entries are largely associated with dialect characteristics of the talkers. In all likelihood, the lexicon will have to reflect dialect variations, although it is expected that source words from individual talkers will account for a large fraction of such variations.

B. Preparation of Demisyllable Inventories

Following is a description of how the demisyllable template inventory was originally prepared for speech synthesis purposes by Fujimura and his co-workers [11] and then adapted for use in the speech recognition.

Demisyllable prototypes were excised from a corpus of some 1000 recorded source words containing all the required demisyllables as constituents. The source words were recorded in list form by a trained male speaker of General American English. The recordings were made in a sound booth using a high quality microphone. They were then low-pass filtered at 4 kHz and digitized at 10 kHz. Amplitude levels were calibrated and equalized to give roughly uniform subjective loudness across different syllable nuclei. After editing for endpoints, source word utterance files were input to an LPC (linear prediction coefficient) analysis. Using an interactive LPC editing program, providing LPC derived area functions, pitch, amplitude, and a listening facility, demisyllables were excised from the source words. For stressed demisyllables the source words were CRC monosyllables. The consonant complementary to the demisyllable selected for excision was chosen to affect the vowel minimally. Nasals and liquids were never used. Unstressed demisyllables were excised from polysyllabic utterances, so that initial unstressed demisyllables were taken from initial syllables and final unstressed demisyllables were taken from final syllables. The five affixes were excised from source words containing the same environments in which affix templates are used.

The following rule was generally (but not exclusively) used for excision of demisyllables from source words. An initial demisyllable is terminated 60 ms after the start of the CV transition or of onset of voicing. Final demisyllables are defined as the complements of initial demisyllables. Note however that complementary initial and final demisyllables are never taken from the same source words. With excision locations determined in this way, demisyllable prototypes were
extracted in the LPC representation and stored in a demisyllable inventory file.

Since the LPC parameterization employed for recognition differed from that used for synthesis, the entire source corpus was reanalyzed and a new set of LPC demisyllable prototypes was extracted using the location information obtained in the preparation of the synthesis inventory.

Some examples of demisyllables extracted from source words are shown in Fig. 1. These figures show log energy and (LPC-derived) formants plotted as a function of time in frames spaced 15 ms apart for the source words ked, pep, fatigue, canvas, and hips from which the demisyllables KEH, EHP, FAX, AXS, and the affix S were extracted. The dashed lines show the locations of the excisions that were made based on the rules described above. Note that most of the release following the P in EHP has been stripped from the prototype, as explained in Section III-A4). Note also that the vocalic portions of the unstressed syllables are much shorter than the vocalic portions of the stressed syllables, and consequently, that the initial unstressed demisyllable is a much larger fraction of the syllable than the corresponding stressed initial demisyllable. This represents another reason why unstressed syllables are well represented by single initial or final demisyllables.

Demisyllable inventories for two additional talkers have been obtained using a new bootstrapping technique which extracts demisyllables from the source words of a new talker given the excised demisyllable prototypes of an old talker [21]. The technique makes use of the dynamic programming time alignment facility of the recognition system, to be described in Section IV, in which an optimal time alignment is obtained between an old talker's source word and a new talker's source word. The projection of the demisyllable boundaries for the old talker onto the new talker's time axis through the optimal alignment path provides estimates of the new talker's demisyllable boundaries. The idea of mapping an event contained in a reference (old) or known utterance onto the time axis of a test (new), or unknown utterance is illustrated in Fig. 2 and explained in Section IV. Iterating this technique through the entire corpus and making manual corrections, if needed, provides a complete new set of demisyllable prototypes.

At present, there are 946 prototypes in the demisyllable inventory, consisting of 395 stressed initial units, 445 stressed final units, 60 unstressed initial units, 41 unstressed final units, and 5 affixes. There are actually 969 entries in the demisyllable catalog, but these include 23 pairs of entries, each of which points to the same prototype. These consist of stressed final demisyllables with rhotacized (/r/ colored) vowels for which the following pairs of vowels are equated: EH and EY, IH and IY, UH and UW, and AO and OW. This inventory is sufficient to represent all the items in our current experimental 1109-word vocabulary with the exception of entries which require flaps or glottal stops, as explained in Section III-A5). In addition, there are some nonessential demisyllables missing from the inventory, for which reasonable substitutions can be made as explained in Section III-A2) and shown in Table II.

C. Storage Requirements

For a practical implementation of a demisyllable-based word recognizer, storage would have to be provided for the LPC representations of the demisyllable inventory and for the dictionary representations of each vocabulary word. The storage for the demisyllable inventory is fixed (independent of the size of the word vocabulary) and requires about 20 000 LPC frames (i.e., an average of about 20 frames per demisyllable), or about \(2 \times 10^6\) bits of storage. The storage for each dictionary representation is about 12 bytes (96 bits). Hence the storage required for dictionary representations of words is negligible compared to the storage required for the demisyllable patterns for vocabularies on the order of 1000-2000 words.

By way of contrast with a conventional LPC word based recognizer, the storage required for such a system is about 4000 bits for each word pattern. Hence a vocabulary of about 500 words would have the same storage requirements as that of the demisyllable set itself. For the 1109 word vocabulary which we are considering here, the storage requirements of the LPC based word recognizer are more than twice as large as those of the demisyllable-based recognizer.

IV. SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of the basic speech recognition process. The front-end processing was first introduced by Itakura and is explained in detail elsewhere [1], [22]. The input signal is digitized at a 6.67 kHz sampling rate (compatible with telephone bandwidth speech), word endpoints are detected using an algorithm based on acoustic energy considerations, and the parameterization, an eighth-order LPC analysis, is carried out over 45 ms frames shifted every 15 ms.

The comparison between a parameterized input utterance and a reference template involves simultaneous time alignment and measurement of pattern similarity. This is accomplished by means of a dynamic programming time warping process. A local distance or measure of dissimilarity is calculated between each input frame and each reference frame within a specified range. Using these local distances the dynamic programming algorithm provides the optimum sequence of reference frames that accumulates the least amount of distance from beginning to end of the utterance. This sequence is a path that specifies a nonlinear time alignment of the reference pattern to the input utterance, and the accumulated distance along this path is an overall measure of dissimilarity between the patterns and is used as a recognition score. An example of such a path is shown in Fig. 2 as the solid line linking the heavy dots. Constraints are imposed to ensure that the path satisfies some natural conditions. These include a specification of the overall endpoints of the path, and a local continuity and monotonicity constraint which specifies that the slope of the path may not be greater than 2 or less than \(\frac{1}{2}\) (indicated by the three short path segments leading to a point in the figure). The constraints taken together imply the range shown enclosed by the parallelogram in which paths may be located.

The outcome of a recognition trial is a set of overall distances or recognition scores corresponding to the reference
Fig. 1. Five examples of demisyllables extracted from source words. In each part of the figure the top panel shows log energy and the bottom panel (LPC-derived) formants plotted as a function of time in frames. The cross-hatched areas indicate the frames that were excised for each demisyllable from the source words.
we suppose that the horizontal lines intersecting the y-axis
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The recognition system that has been described is based on

prototypes selected for comparison with the input utterance. A decision rule is applied to these scores to estimate the spoken utterance.

As we have already indicated in Section III, the store of reference templates containing whole-word parameterized prototypes used in previous implementations is replaced by a store of demisyllable prototypes and a lexicon that provides specifications for constructing whole-word prototypes from concatenated demisyllables.

The recognition system that has been described is based on template matching, in contrast to techniques based on explicit segmentation and labelling of speech sounds. This template approach is extended to speech input consisting of connected words by matching strings of concatenated word templates to input utterances. This technique is suggested in Fig. 2 where we suppose that the horizontal lines intersecting the y-axis mark the locations of boundaries between word templates making up a reference string. It is shown how these boundaries can be projected from the time alignment path onto the input axis, providing estimates of boundaries between the words in the input utterance. Such estimates can be used to build up possible word string matches successively as in the level building technique of Myers and Rabiner [23]. Similarly, under the conditions described in Section II, we hope that when the recognition units are demisyllables, this capability can be used successively to build up demisyllable string matches forming words and, in turn, word strings forming phrases and sentences when the input is a continuously spoken utterance.

An important point to note about the dynamic programming time alignment technique is that the greatest range in which paths can be located is obtained when the lengths of the input and reference patterns are equal. The range becomes progressively smaller as the length ratio approaches 2 or \( \frac{1}{2} \), thereby reducing the chance of finding the correct alignment between the input and reference. For optimum recognition performance therefore, it is desirable that the duration of input and reference templates be comparable.

The word-building block shown in Fig. 3 prepares reference word prototypes by concatenating demisyllable templates according to the specifications in the lexicon, in the course of which, two kinds of adjustments are carried out.

In the first adjustment, boundaries between demisyllable templates are smoothed by applying a least-squares fit to log area ratios transformed from the LPC parameters across four frames centered at the boundary. In a preliminary set of experiments [24] it was found that 4-frame smoothing produced a small but significant improvement in recognition performance, compared with 2-frame smoothing or no smoothing at all.

The second kind of adjustment, namely adjustment of demisyllable durations, is required because of large discrepancies that often occur between the durations of polysyllabic words and the demisyllable template strings representing them. This condition arises because stressed demisyllables are extracted from monosyllabic words, and syllable durations in monosyllabic words are generally considerably longer than the durations of non-final stressed syllables in polysyllabic words. Although, as mentioned earlier, the dynamic programming time alignment facility can make duration adjustments for overall length ratios between \( \frac{1}{2} \) and 2, optimal alignments can be expected only when overall durations are comparable. Therefore, stressed demisyllables are adjusted by applying linear compression in an attempt to make the durations of polysyllabic reference word prototypes comparable to the durations of natural utterances. The compression factor is a variable in the experiments reported in this paper and will be described and discussed in the following sections. In addition, more sophisticated duration adjustments have been investigated and described by Kahn et al. [25].

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

An experimental evaluation was carried out to determine the usefulness of demisyllable representation for isolated word recognition. The vocabulary used for the test was the 1109-
A 100-word subset of the vocabulary, which was used in a series of preliminary experiments [24], is shown in Table IV. This subset is representative of the entire vocabulary, containing approximately the same proportion of one-, two-, three-, four-syllable words. The entire vocabulary consists of 605 monosyllabic words, 317 two-syllable words, 125 three-syllable words, 50 four-syllable words, and 12 five-syllable words. A histogram of the syllable distribution is shown in Fig. 4.

Results are presented for two male talkers, both of whom are experienced participants in speech recognition tests. Each talker provided utterances of both the test vocabulary and demisyllable source words. It required approximately ten 1-h sessions to record the source words for each talker and four 1-h sessions to record the test words. The utterances were obtained with the talkers seated in a sound booth using an ordinary telephone handset. They were transmitted over dialed-up local telephone lines and digitized directly. The talkers were instructed to articulate naturally and clearly. One talker, LR, provided two test sets of the vocabulary, while the second talker, JW, provided just one. JW’s test set and LR’s first test set were recorded approximately two weeks after the source words. The second test set of LR was recorded approximately 6 months after the first. Demisyllable templates were established for each talker by the bootstrapping technique described in Section III-B with manual corrections applied where required.

Standard recognition experiments were carried out for each talker in which each test word was compared exhaustively with every reference word prototype specified by the lexicon. For each trial, the recognition scores were ordered, and the frequency for which test words were found among the n best scoring reference prototypes was tabulated. Overall performance is generally specified as the n-best-candidate error rate, which is the average frequency over the 1109 words in the vocabulary for which the test word is not found among the n best scoring reference word prototypes. For n equal to 1, this figure represents the conventional recognition error rate.

Overall recognition results are shown in Fig. 5. For talker JW in Fig. 5(a), two plots are shown, namely, mean recognition error rate as a function of n best candidates for demisyllable prototypes and, for comparison, mean error rate for whole word prototypes, for the same vocabulary using a robust training procedure [27]. For demisyllables, the recognition error rate for n equal to 1 is rather poor at approximately 33 percent but improves considerably with increasing n to approximately 6 percent for n equal to 10. The error rate for whole word prototypes is approximately half the rate for demisyllable prototypes. The results suggest, however, that the difference in error rates decreases considerably with increasing n. It should be noted that the training procedures used for demisyllable and whole word prototypes are not comparable. For demisyllables, the conventional procedure was used, in which a single token is used to establish each prototype. In the robust training procedure used for whole-word prototypes, multiple tokens are obtained for each word until two tokens are similar enough to establish a representative prototype. In this way there is greater assurance of obtaining valid prototypes. For talker LR, two sets of results are shown in Fig. 5(b) for demisyllable prototypes, associated with two test sets. For n equal to 1 error rates of approximately 25 percent and 18 percent are obtained, again, as with talker JW, improving considerably with increasing n to approximately 2 percent for n equal to 10. There is a significant difference in performance between the two test sets for LR. The uniformly poorer performance for TS2 may be accounted for by the fact that TS2 was recorded under slightly different recording conditions and six months after both the recording of the first test set and the source words. For comparison, results are
shown for two whole word prototype experiments. For prototypes established by robust training, the average error rate is 6 percent for \( n = 1 \) decreasing to less than 1 percent for \( n = 10 \). In the second set of whole word results, one of the test sets used in the demisyllable evaluation is compared against the other set now serving as whole word prototypes. This is a fairer and more immediate comparison with the demisyllable results. The error rates obtained are intermediate between those obtained for demisyllable prototypes and whole word prototypes using robust training. Again it appears that differences between the whole-word and demisyllable results decrease considerably with increasing \( n \).

The reason for providing recognition error rates as a function of \( n \) best candidates is that in almost every implementation of a large vocabulary recognizer higher level constraints are invoked to choose among the best candidates [1]. Performance for such systems is therefore related to the frequency of occurrence of the correct word among the best candidates. Selecting the best candidates can be accomplished by ordering the candidates by their recognition scores and fixing a value of \( n \) or by applying a threshold function directly on the recognition scores.

It is useful to examine statistics based directly on the recognition scores since such information can provide more insight into the confusability between the correct word and competing candidates than the candidate order itself. Statistics have been calculated on the difference between the best two candidate recognition scores when the best candidate is correct, \( \Delta_T \), when the best candidate is incorrect, \( \Delta_F \), and on the difference between the best candidate and the correct candidate when the best candidate is incorrect, \( \Delta_C \). Normalizing by subtracting the best candidate recognition score reduces the variance since the best score tends to represent a bias on all the scores associated with a given trial. The medians of these differences are shown plotted in Fig. 6 as a function of the best candidate error rate for JW and the two test sets of LR. (Medians are shown rather than means because of the skewed nature of distance distributions. Each mean is somewhat greater than each median.) It should be noted that the standard deviations of these differences are quite large, only slightly less in each case than the means. It is apparent, however, that on the average, the difference between the top two candidates is 3 times greater when the best candidate is correct, \( \Delta_T \), than when it is incorrect, \( \Delta_F \). The difference between the best candidate and the correct candidate takes on intermediate values. It is clear that the best candidate, when it is correct, is well separated from other candidates. On the other hand, when the best candidate is incorrect the scores are grouped closer together and the separation of the correct word from the best candidate, \( \Delta_C \), is generally smaller than \( \Delta_T \). It should therefore be possible to set a recognition score difference threshold that would include the correct word among the candidates with high probability but admit on the average only a few candidates. The data also suggest, albeit tentatively, that \( \Delta_T \), the mean difference between the best two candidates when the best candidate is correct, is monotonically related to the recognition error rate, while the other differences remain more or less constant.

There are two experimental variables which are interesting to examine for their effect on error rate. These are the number of syllables and the compression factor used in the adjustment of demisyllable durations discussed in Section IV.

Recognition error rate–best candidate is shown plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of number of syllables along with the histograms showing the distribution of words in the vocabulary.
as a function of number of syllables. Three plots are shown, corresponding to the test set for talker JW and the two tests of LR. Some improvement in performance is suggested with increasing number of syllables, but the effect is not nearly as marked as what has been observed previously for whole word prototypes. For example, in the experiment previously cited for whole word prototypes for this vocabulary [27], talker JW experienced an improvement of 20.8 percent to 6.1 percent error rate from monosyllables to polysyllables and LR 10.0 percent to 2.0 percent. The improvement in recognition performance with increasing number of syllables is generally attributed to the idea that information is fairly independent from syllable to syllable in a given word, making confusion among prototypes less likely. It is not surprising, however, to see this performance advantage decline with the use of concatenated demisyllable prototypes. Although this paper shows that demisyllable sequences provide a reasonable representation for words, there is certainly an element of artificiality in the concatenation of demisyllables. This artificiality with its attendant uncertainties and complexities at boundaries can only increase as more demisyllables are concatenated to represent polysyllabic words thereby impairing performance.

The second experimental variable of interest is the compression factor used to adjust demisyllable durations. In Section IV we noted the occurrence of large discrepancies between the durations of polysyllabic test words and prototypes of concatenated demisyllables representing these words. We also noted that optimum recognition performance is attained only when the durations of prototypes and test words are comparable. We attributed the discrepancies to the fact that stressed demisyllables are extracted from monosyllables whose durations are longer than stressed syllable durations in polysyllabic words. This is the so-called duration constancy phenomenon [28], [29], in which it has been shown, at least for words spoken in isolation or in carrier phrases, that overall duration tends to be maintained as the number of syllables in a word increases by shortening the duration of stressed vowels. Umeda [29] found that stressed vowel duration decreases approximately 35 percent from one- to two-syllable words with progressively smaller decreases for additional syllables.

In the preliminary experiments that were carried out, durations were adjusted by linearly compressing the final demisyllables of non-final stressed syllables by a constant factor of 50 percent. Exempting final syllables from this adjustment agrees with Umeda’s observation [30] that the durations of stressed vowels in the last syllable before a pause do not differ from durations in monosyllabic words. The 50 percent compression factor produced satisfactory results in the preliminary experiments and has been used in all the results cited so far.

The effect on error rate of varying the compression factor has been investigated more extensively in this experiment over the entire vocabulary. The results are plotted in Fig. 7 as error rate (best candidate) for talker LR’s test set 1. We see that optimum performance is obtained for compression factor approximately equal to 0.45, and that performance is relatively insensitive to the compression factors for values between 0.3 and 0.7.

It is worth noting that, in the preliminary experiments, in addition to the adjustment of stressed syllables, the overall durations of word prototypes were linearly adjusted to the (known) test word durations. This was carried out to insure optimal overall performance for the DTW process given the uncertainty regarding the effectiveness of constant-factor syllable compression in achieving both local and overall alignment. We found (in a separate experiment carried out over the entire vocabulary) that this overall linear prenormalization yielded at most a 1 percent improvement in (best candidate) error rate. We generally obtained satisfactory overall alignments using only the 50 percent compression of stressed syllable durations, as described above.

The question still remains as to whether more sophisticated duration adjustments can effect even better alignments and performance. This question has been investigated by Kahn et al. [26] who made adjustments as a function of stress and syllable patterns. The overall conclusion was that sophisticated adjustments did not bring about any significant improvement over the simple constant compression factor adjustment.

We now discuss the effectiveness of adding secondary and
alternate entries to the lexicon. It should be emphasized again that
the designation of many entries as “alternate” is arbitrary.
These are entries that were added to the lexicon after it was
found that improved recognition scores could be obtained for
these words by modifying the phonetic or demisyllable repre-
sentations. Although these modifications are quite reasonable
and recognized, the approach is ad hoc to the extent that they
were made with reference to the two talkers in the experiment.
However, we avoided any representations which could not
reasonably be expected as dialect variations of pronunciation.
The examples given in III-A6) are a fair representation of words
in this category. There is no reason to believe that the repre-
sentations are universal or complete. Secondary entries have a
different status since they are generated strictly by rule from
primary or alternate entries.

Results are shown in Table V for five categories of secondary
and alternate entries. The partition associated with the most
significant improvement in performance is labeled as “reduced/deleted vowels.” This includes all the transformations of polysyllabic words by phonological rules that result in reduced or deleted vowels. There are 218 such entries representing 125 words in the lexicon. The next three columns show the number of words, for each of the three experimental test sets, whose best recognition scores are obtained with entries in the partition. The last column shows the improvement in (best candidate) error rate for test set LR1 attributable to this partition. This figure is obtained by repeating the recognition experiment with all the entries in this partition deleted and noting the increase in error rate. The second partition includes all those entries in which /t/‘s and /d/‘s are reduced by phono-

t logical rules to flaps and glottal stops (in addition to possible reductions or deletions of vowels.) Again, significant improvements are obtained. Recall that in this implementation flaps are represented by D’s while for glottal stops, the consonant is simply omitted. It is not surprising that representing glottal stops by omitting the consonant is ineffective. With but one exception (for “mountain”), all the improvements in this partition were obtained for flaps.

The last three partitions shown in the table are for alternate entries. These contain smaller numbers of entries and words than secondary entries, but provide significant improvements within these partitions.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We conclude that good recognition performance can be ob-
tained for isolated word utterances from a system based on
concatenated demisyllable prototypes. The performance is
inferior to recognition based on whole word prototypes but
the deficiency improves as more candidate prototypes are
admitted.

The use of demisyllable representations has significant ad-
vantages as vocabulary size increases. The training, processing,
and storage of prototypes is fixed at approximately 1000,
regardless of the number of words in the vocabulary. A storage
with about a quarter million bytes is required for these demis-
yllable prototypes. However, the demisyllable specification
of a word requires some 12 bytes compared to 800 bytes to
store the LPC parameterized prototype. Hence, for vocabu-
laries of 500 words, or more, the demisyllable-based system
requires less storage than the word based system. Also, the

![Fig. 7. Mean recognition error rate (best candidate) for LR test set 1 as a function of demisyllable duration compression factor α.](image-url)
use of demisyllable units enables us to maintain the basic characteristics of our recognition process, including uniform LPC parameterization, dynamic time warping alignment, and especially concatenative template representation of utterances. The concatenative template approach is relatively simple, in a practical engineering sense compared to the segmentation and labeling approach to recognition. However, important questions remain as to how far this approach can be extended as spoken utterances become less restricted and more natural. A central question is whether demisyllable prototypes extracted from words spoken in isolation can adequately represent all speech sounds in natural discourse. We feel encouraged in this regard since we have shown that simple duration adjustments and straightforward phonological transformations represented in the lexicon provide good recognition performance for polysyllabic words. Some simple experiments with continuous spoken utterances are planned to explore and resolve these questions.
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INTRODUCTION

Numerical integration has long been of interest in numerical analysis and is now a topic of considerable importance in digital simulation and digital signal processing, e.g., [1]-[10]. Unlike the related problem of digital differentiation [1], the inherent infinite duration impulse response (IIR) nature of integration precludes a purely FIR approximation if good dc behavior is to prevail. We restrict our attention to an attractive class of integration formulations described by the difference equation

\[ y(kT) = y[(k - r)T] + T \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} b_n x[(k - n)T]. \]  

Parameters in (1) are the feedback delay \( r \), the filter order \( N \), and the coefficients \( \{b_n\} \) of the feedforward section. In the \( z \)-domain a transfer function of

\[ T \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} b_n z^{-n} \]

\[ (1 - z^{-r}) \]